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HISTORICAL NOTE

The album may have belonged to the donor’s late uncle Alexander Lambert, M.D. of New York City.

SCOPE AND CONTENTS NOTE

A black leather photograph album composed mostly of black and white photographs taken by commercial photographers, and some personal photographs of towns and geographical features along the Inside Passage and into the interior of Alaska. Views include mining camps, fox farms, landscapes, roadhouses, Juneau scenes, men on horses, gold dredges, and glaciers. Places identified include: Paxson’s Lake, Richardson Roadhouse, Savage River Camp, Gold Stream, Fairbanks, Healy River Coal, Nellie Nea’l’s, LaTouche, Valdez, Cordova, Juneau, Wrangell, Ketchikan, and Petersburg. Commercial photographers included in this collection are: H.W. Steward, Frederick K. Ordway, and Peter Pan Photo Co.

SUBJECTS

Richardson Roadhouse, Roadhouses, Mining camps, Fox farming, Glaciers, Dredges, Scenic views, Southeast Alaska, Paxson Lake, Fairbanks, Valdez, Cordova, Juneau, Wrangell, Ketchikan, Petersburg, Latouche.

INVENTORY

1. The Famous Inside Passage; ©H.W. Steward
2. Ketchikan – Aaa; H.W. Steward
3. Wrangell – Aaa; H.W. Steward
4. Petersburg, Alaska; H.W. Steward
5. Wrangell Totems; T020
6. 12 Juneau, Alaska; ©28 Ordway
7. Lights of Juneau, Alaska; ©29 Ordway
8. Main Street Cordova, Aaa; H.W. Steward
9. Cordova from the Bay; H.W. Steward
10. Copper River & Northwestern Dock, Cordova, Alaska; ©H.W. Steward 1926
11. Valdez, Alaska from the Dock; H.W. Steward
12. S.S. Alaska at Columbia Glacier; ©H.W. Steward 1928
13. Main Camp of Latouche, Aaa; Peter Pan Photo Co.
15. “Shipping Gold”, Alaska
16. Alaska Range from Talkeetna – Mt. McKinley on right; ©H.W. Steward
17. Nellie Neal’s, HOTEL[sign]; H.W. Steward
18. Savage River Camp, Mt. McKinley National Park; H.W. Steward
19. Along the Alaska R.R.; H.W. Steward

20. The Nenana Canyon; H.W. Steward
21. Healy River Coal Veins; H.W. Steward
22. Catholic Church and Hospital; H.W. Steward
23. Fairbanks, Aaa; H.W. Steward
24. F.E. Co. Dredge at Gold Stream near Fairbanks, Alaska; H.W. Steward
25. A Home in Fairbanks, Aaa; H.W. Steward
26. A pair of Giants in search of Gold
27. Alaska Home & Cache; ©H.W. Steward
28. Richardson Road House; ©H.W. Steward 1927
29. Paxson Lodge, Richardson Highway; H.W. Steward
30. Paxson’s Lake
31. Gulkana Road House, Richardson Highway; ©H.W. Steward
32. Birdseye View of Chitina, Alaska; Peter Pan Photo 1927
34. Kennecott, Alaska; ©H.W. Steward 1927
35. Along The Copper River; ©H.W. Steward
36. Miles Glacier, Route of The Iron Trail; ©H.W. Steward 1927
37. Childs Glacier; ©H.W. Steward 1926
39. [Scenic view of water and land from boat]
40. [Scenic view of water and land from boat]
41. [Scenic view of water and land]
42. [Scenic view of water and land]
43. [Scenic view of water and land]
44. [Scenic view of water and land, buildings near waterfront in distance]
45. [Scenic view of water and land]
46. [Scenic view of water and land]
47. [Scenic view of water and land]
48. [Scenic view of water and land]
49. [Scenic view of water and land]
50. [Scenic view of water and land]
51. [Scenic view of water and land]
52. [Scenic view of water and land; fishing boat]
53. [Scenic view of water and land]
54. [Scenic view of water and land, birds]
55. [Scenic view of water and land, iceberg]
56. [Scenic view of water and land, glacier]
57. [Glacier, scenic view of water and land]
58. [Glacier, scenic view of water and land]
59. [Scenic view, across water, of town]
60. [Stream]
61. [Stream]
62. [Stream]
63. [Totem poles]
64. [Totem poles]
65. [Scenic view, across water, of Juneau]
66. [Scenic view of water and land]
67. [Fishing boats docked in harbor, one named Pheasant]
68. [Alaska Juneau Mine]
69. [Rocky stream bed, buildings in forested area]
70. [Auke Lake, Mendenhall Glacier in distance]
71. [River, glacier]
72. [Stream from glacier]
73. [Two men by gate to wooded area]
74. [Scenic view through woods]
75. [Scenic view, through woods, of lake and mountains]
76. [People outside cabin, stream]
77. [View down street]
78. [Beaver climbing tree]
79. [Scenic view of water and land]
80. [Mountain side]
81. [Glacier]
82. [Gravel road to buildings]
83. [Doorway]
84. [Dirt path down row of buildings with corrugated metal roofs]
85. [Two men behind Model T car]
86. [Wagon, houses]
87. [Winter scenic view]
88. [Scenic view of forest and hills]
89. [Three men on horses]
90. [Scenic view down valley]
91. [Winter scenic view of land and mountains]
92. [Winter scenic view of land]
93. [Winter scenic view of land and mountains]
94. [Winter scenic view of land]
95. [Winter scenic view]
96. [Winter scenic view]
97. [Two men on hillside loading coal into wagons]
98. [Scenic winter view]
99. [Man and four horses]
100. [Buildings]
101. [Buildings]
102. [Scenic view of rocky ground and hills]
103. [Mining works]
104. [Mining dredge]
105. [Fox farm]
106. [Fox farm]
107. [Docked barge used for transportation across river]
108. [Buildings, winter scene]
109. [Scenic view of land, mountains]
110. [Dirt road, tripod telegraph poles beside road]
111. [Buildings]
112. [Railroad tracks]
113. [Building]
114. [Scenic view of land and rivers]
115. [Horses on trail pulling sleds loaded with supplies, winter scene]